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WHERE THERE’S A WILL...

his is it… my final issue of
Secrets.
In my last editorial I told you
that the hunt for a new editor
had begun, and now I am delighted
to tell you that your new editor is
William Spencer. William is a
magician himself, as well as a
professional journalist, so I am sure
that he will have some wonderful
surprises in store for you in future
issues. One thing I certainly know is
that William is keen to make sure
that Secrets is the magazine you
want to read… and whilst he can
do some mindreading, the only way
for him to know what you want for sure is for you to write to him. I will
have handed over the editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk email to him by
the time you read this so do send him a note saying hello and telling him
what you want to read in these pages.
As this is my final issue, I do also have to offer a few thanks. First, I would
like to thank everyone on the YMC team for their help in running the
wonderful club you are all lucky enough to be members of. They all work
extraordinarily hard and deserve all the praise they receive. Second, I would
like to thank everyone who contributes to these pages. Of course, that
includes our regular columnists, but it also includes a huge number of you!
If you have ever written something for me in these pages, e-mailed me with
an idea or entered a competition in the magazine you are part of what makes
Secrets the best magazine for young magicians in the world. Thank you.
There are also two people who have done a huge amount of work on
Secrets with me, but who you may well know nothing about! The first is
John Hawkins, our designer. Each month I send him a folder containing the
images and text that fill these pages, but it is his talent and hard work that
transforms what I send into the beautiful magazine you get to read. The
second is Steve Rynn, from Perfect Imaging. When John’s work is done
there is a complete pdf of the magazine, but Steve is the printer who turns
it into something you can hold in your hands and enjoy. And don’t think that
all a printer does is press the start button on a big machine… Steve helps
us make sure we choose paper that makes the magazine feel great, works
with the images so that they look as good on paper as they do on screen
and also is the person who actually puts the magazines in the post to you!
Finally, thanks to you, the people who read Secrets and for whom
everyone I have already mentioned works so hard. You are incredibly lucky
to belong to a club like YMC so do make the most of all it has to offer. And
whilst I am stopping editing Secrets, I am certainly not stopping doing
magic, so I hope to see you at a convention or YMC event sometime in the
future. If you see me do say hello!

Dr Will Houstoun MIMC
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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KEVIN’S COLUMN

irstly, as Will will be
telling you himself,
no doubt, this
marks his final issue
of Secrets as editor.
I am very sorry to see
him go. He has done
a really brilliant job of
maintaining the
magazine which we
honestly believe to be
the best magazine
aimed at young
magicians (that we
know of) in the world.
Will has made many
changes and contributions to the magazine, but I am
particularly pleased that he introduced the monthly reports
from workshops, normally written by you, the Members. William
Spencer is taking over from Will and we look forward to seeing

news
T

what new directions he is going to take
us in, but in the meantime, I know you will
all join me in thanking Will Houstoun for
all that he has done for our Secrets!
Thanks, Will.
I am writing this in the final week before
The Magic Circle launches a brand-new
competition. We already have the CloseUp Magician of the Year, Stage Magician
Andy Clockwise
of the Year and Young Magician of the Year
Competitions, and famed children’s magician Andy Clockwise
suggested that our world-renowned club should have a
competition for children’s entertainers. I was asked to join the
committee of four to start up this exciting venture and, just one
year later, the Children’s Entertainer of the Year Competition
has come into being!
It made me wonder how many of you have even considered
this long-running area of our wonderful craft of magic. I was a
children’s party magician myself for many years doing birthday
parties and events during the day at weekends before going out

I

The History Gathering @ The Magic Circle

f you are interested in the history of magic then here is a
date for your diaries, The Magic History Gathering @ The
Magic Circle will be held next year on Saturday, June 13,
2020. More details will appear nearer the time but the day
is always a fantastic chance to find out more about the history
of the art we all love.

The Magic Circle Children’s Entertainer of the Year 2019
he Magic Circle held a Children’s Entertainer of the Year
Competition for the first time this year. Many of the names
appearing in the final will be familiar to you, as people
you have read about in these pages or who have presented

Mike Fairall

Quentin Reynolds

Edward Hilsum
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at YMC Workshops in the past, and include Mike Fairall
(Magic Mikey), Quentin Reynolds, Edward Hilsum, Martin Cox
(Mr Biscuit), Natalia Love (Nutty Natty) and Dave Allen (Magic
Dave). You will find out who won in the next issue of Secrets!

Natalia Love

Martin Cox

Dave Allen

as a wedding DJ in the evenings. They were happy and
busy days.
There are a lot of successful magicians out there now who
are making a very decent living for themselves entertaining
children. Some snobbish close-uppers look down on them with
sniffy expressions but I can tell you most of them, being used
to polite adults clapping them whilst stifling a yawn at yet
another card trick, wouldn’t last five minutes in front of excited
seven-year-olds.
Children will soon tell you when they are bored or, worse,
when they can see how your trick is done. The idea that
children are easy to fool is very, very wrong. They see everything
and are not slow at pointing it out. So the magic you do for
them has to be strong. Yes, they love the “it’s on the other side,
turn it round” stuff, they really do, but to call yourself a
magician there needs to be a “wow” factor. They need to be
amazed… oh, and don’t expect applause. In many cases they
have never been taught about applause and the best
compliment you can get from children is when they are stunned
into silence followed moments later by a “how did that

happen” remark. Some magicians say: “Give yourselves a big
round of applause”, and although that sounds like cheating it
can be a good full-stop to punctuate the end of a routine.
But beware, performing for children can be very difficult
when you are almost as young as them yourself and you need
to be prepared for a lot of calling out. You should answer them
when that happens; Not ignore them and certainly not use your
best heckler-stoppers. They normally call out because they are
genuinely asking a question or because they are so wrapped up
and excited about what is happening.
I strongly recommend that you consider this aspect of our
magic art. It can be hugely rewarding in the fun you have and
the joy you feel in making the children so happy. Oh, and it can
pay pretty well, too. Don’t be a close-upper snob. Give it a go!
Enjoy your magic!

what’s on at
the circle

Full details of all public events
and booking rates can be found at
www.themagiccircle.co.uk

D

The Magic Circle Christmas Show
December 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30

M

Duncan Trillo

1000 Weeks of Magic

agic Circle Member
Duncan Trillo recently
published his one-thousandth
issue of MagicWeek! Providing magic news to
magicians around the world since the year 2000,
Duncan has provided a hugely valuable service to the
magic community, and I can’t wait for the next
thousand issues. His website is updated with magic
news every week, and is completely free. Check out
www.magicweek.co.uk

oors open at 1.30pm and 6pm. Arrive at that time to
enjoy the pre-theatre show entertainment in the HQ and
the museum. Stage Shows start at 2.30pm and 7pm.
The Magic Circle Christmas Show is our annual fundraising event featuring family entertainment. The show is for
families aged 5 and above, although some children may find
magic and illusion challenging. All children under 16 must be
accompanied by an adult and children must be able to sit
unaided, in their own seat and not distract other audience
members. Babes in arms will not be admitted. The Dress Circle
(balcony) may be unsuitable for some children who may be
unable to see over the balcony railing. Please
consider this carefully when booking as
exchanges and refunds are not available.
Arrive when the doors open to make
the most of your experience at The Magic
Circle. The museum will be open prior to
each show and magicians will be mixing
with the audience at doors’ open.
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trick
A

CHRIS WARDLE

prediction
envelope is
placed clearly
in view.
The performer fans
through a deck of
face-up cards to show
them all different. The
cards are placed face
down. Two spectators
each think of any
number between 1
and 52, and in order
to eliminate the
possibility that both
think of the same
number, one is asked to think of an odd number and the
second is asked to think of an even number. The first spectator
deals the cards face down to his chosen number and removes
that card. The dealt cards are returned to the top of the deck.
The second spectator now takes the face-down deck and
deals to the card at his
freely chosen number and
removes it. They each
hold their cards face
down between their
palms and peek at the
corner of their cards.
For the first time the
performer asks them
to name their cards.
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Fate
(For example, the King of Diamonds and the Ten of Hearts.)
The Performer now opens the envelope to reveal three bold
statements written on the card inside. He pulls the card out a
little at a time, to reveal each prediction in turn:

1 Both cards are the same colour.
2 Both cards are high value-cards.
3 Both are crossed by fate!

The cards are both the same colour (red) and both are highvalue cards. Both cards are now shown to the audience and
are seen to be ‘crossed by fate’ as the performer drew thick
bold crosses on the centre of both cards using a permanent
pen! He knew which two cards would be chosen!

Working
This is a very clean and simple version of card at any number,
where two freely chosen numbers are called and the
predictions lead the audience to believe that you knew in
advance exactly which two cards would be chosen. You
require a deck of cards, a thick permanent black marker, a
piece of card and an envelope.
The deck is set up like a Svengali deck, in that
every other card is a force card. Your force
cards are: 8C, 9C, 10C, JC, QC, KC, AC, 9D, 10D,
JD, QD, KD, AD, 8S, 9S, 10S, JS, QS, KS, AS, 9H,
10H, JH, QH KH and AH. These are all highvalue cards and there are 26 of them, half of
the deck. (Note that only the two black 8s are
used to make up the 26-card total.) On the
faces of all of these cards draw a thick black cross near the
centre, so that the edges and indices remain unmarked. Now
stack the deck, so there is one of these cards
between each pair of
indifferent
cards, with an
indifferent card
on the face and a
crossed card on top
of the face-down
deck.
You can now openly
fan the deck face up
and the cards appear
regular. You can false

shuffle/cut the deck if you wish. You ask for two numbers
to be called, one odd and one even. You start with the
odd number and the spectator deals the cards and
removes the card at that number. You pick up the next
top card and flash its face as well as the card previously
dealt before the chosen card, to reinforce that the cards
are different and to show that another number would
have led to another card being chosen. (These are, of
course, both indifferent cards.) By picking up the dealt
pile and placing it back on top of the deck it is reset, and
all of the crossed cards are now automatically in the even
positions! The second spectator now takes the deck and
deals cards into your hand and takes the card at their
number. Again, you can flash the card immediately before
and after their selection. Pocket the rest of the deck.
Have them hold their cards between their palms and
ask them to have a quick glance at their values. (So that
the spectators do not to see the central crosses on the
cards until the end.) Ask them to name their cards. You
need to know their choices as your prediction is doublesided! This is because the first prediction either says:

1 Both cards are the same colour.
Or
1 Both cards are of different colours.

This covers either both red or both black cards being
chosen, or one of each colour. The other two predictions
are the same and therefore are identical on both sides of
the card in the envelope. Just open it and show the
appropriate side. (Or use a double-sided wallet or any
other similar gimmick.) These three predictions make it
appear that you knew their selections in advance.
Once the third prediction is revealed, say that you took
a pen and marked two cards before you came out that
evening. Have the spectators show their cards around to
prove that you were correct!

Reset
To reset simply place one of the crossed cards back on
top of the face-down deck and fan through the cards to
find two indifferent cards together and slip the other
crossed card between them. This takes a matter of
seconds. Place the prediction back into the envelope and
you have a very strong double card at any number effect.

YMC WORKSHOP
DATES 2020

Saturday 18th January 2020*
(Plus Ali Bongo Show in the evening)
Saturday 22nd February 2020 Annual auction.
(currently no Ali Bongo Show)
Saturday 14th March 2020*
(Plus Ali Bongo Show in the evening)
Saturday 18th April 2020
(currently no Ali Bongo Show)
Saturday 16th May 2020*
(Plus Ali Bongo Show in the evening)
Saturday 20th June 2020
(currently no Ali Bongo Show)
Saturday 18th July 2020*
(Plus Ali Bongo Show in the evening)
Saturday 19th September 2020 J-Day auditions.*
(Plus Ali Bongo Show in the evening)
Sunday 25th October 2020 J-Day.
Saturday 21st November 2020 Mentors’ Day.*
(Plus Ali Bongo Show in the evening)
NB All dates with* are Ali Bongo show dates.
For Members only. Workshop fee £10.00 paid on the
day. Workshops will run from 11am – 4pm and will be
held at The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three).
Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided
free), a deck of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.
Please note: you must register in advance for each
workshop when you receive the email opening
registration (normally one week before the workshop).
You will receive confirmation that you have successfully
gained a place.
Email: chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com

If you would like to report on a Young Magicians
Club Workshop e-mail me at
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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Message from your new editor, William

T

his is going to be fun. I am so excited
And what a privilege: taking over at Secrets magazine as
your new editor. I can’t wait to get started.
I met some of you at J-Day and discussed what you want
in future editions of your great mag. So I’m looking forward to
bringing those ideas to life and making the kind of magazine
I wished I’d had when I was starting out.
Keep the ideas coming. Just email
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk with your suggestions
for magicians to interview, the types of tricks you’d like to
learn and other great ideas. I want as many of you to
participate as possible. Let’s work together to create

the best magic magazine in the world.
J-Day was superb: A lovely atmosphere, some great magic
and a brilliant spirit. I saw some amazing magic and sharing of
ideas, both on the stage in the competitions, but also in the
clubroom downstairs. You should be so proud of your club and
of yourselves. Honestly, I was REALLY impressed.
So who am I, and why I am the right choice to edit Secrets?
Well, the most important thing is the fact I LOVE magic.
I’ve been a magician since I was aged 8, when a local
newsagent showed me a trick and got me hooked. (He has
since turned professional and we’re still good friends,
swapping tricks and ideas.)
I love crazy and really strong magic. Watching Ali Bongo’s
Shreik of Araby act at J-Day brought back many happy
memories. I loved his daftness, energy...
and especially his inventiveness –
qualities I try to bring to life when
I perform.
With my non-magic hat on, I’m a
journalist and publisher. So I hope I can
bring some of those skills to your great
magazine. One of the best things about
being a journalist is being able to pick up
the phone and speak to anybody. Or at least
try. So if there is anyone you want to be part
of our new magazine, just let me know.
During this handover period I’ve really
enjoyed spending time with your departing
editor, Dr Will Houstoun. He is a sensational
magician and a brilliant thinker – and I’ve
really enjoyed getting to know the real Will.
He is quick to laugh and superbly sharp.
We may share the same name and both ride
ridiculous folding bikes, but he is going to be
a hard act to follow.
These are big shoes to fill,
and I hope you’ll join me in
thanking him for his brilliant
work over the last few years.
You have been so lucky to have
J-DAY:
had such talent running your
WHO WIL
magazine. And, hopefully when
BE THIS L
you join The Magic Circle, you’ll
YEAR’S
get to read his great work in the
WINNERS
?
club magazine The Magic
Circular.
Anyway, here’s looking forward to
seeing you in my first edition next
year. I can’t wait.
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tricks
P

IAN ADAIR

back. Select two pip cards, for example the Nine of Spades
and Three of Hearts, and have these somewhere in the centre
of the deck, together with the gaffed Queen card.
A pack of 50 small manila pay envelopes, costing 50p,
is also required (only three are used in each presentation),
as well as a paper bag.

Set-up
The deck can be inside your pocket. Have the three envelopes
and paper bag nearby.

Working and Presentation
Fan the deck on both sides and remove the three appropriate
cards from the centre. State that two are pip cards, whilst one
is a Queen, often called a ‘lady.’ Continue by saying: “You
have probably heard of the famous trick ‘Find the Lady.’
Normally a spectator tries to find her. Today I will try to
find her.”
Select three spectators from the group you are working in
front of, preferably ones who are sitting apart from each
other. Hand one the complete packet of pay envelopes, asking
them to select three. This spectator is asked to
hand each of the
other
s

lease don’t be
put off by the
sheer simplicity
of method used
in this effect.
Three cards are
removed from a
regular deck, two pip
cards and one Queen.
A packet of small
brown pay envelopes
rests on the table, the
performer asking one
spectator to remove
three from anywhere
within the packet. This
spectator hands two of these to the other two people who
are assisting. The same three spectators decide which of the
three cards they want, this being done whilst the performer
turns her back on them. The spectators now insert their cards
inside their chosen envelopes, and these are gathered
together and well mixed.
The performer points to a paper bag on the table and asks
one of the spectators to pick it up and drop all three
envelopes inside. “Please give the bag a good shake – make
it difficult for me,” the performer asks.
She now faces the audience and using her left hand,
takes hold of the paper bag, holding this high above her
head. Reaching inside with her right hand, she removes
one envelope at a time. On each occasion she states
whether a pip card is inside the envelope or not,
and finally she announces which one contains the
‘lady’ (the Queen).

1. EASY-PEASY FIND THE LADY

Requirements
Use bridge-size cards, since they fit nicely inside brown
manila pay envelopes (poker-sized ones don’t). Inexpensive
cards (two decks) can be purchased from Poundland shops.
From one of the decks select one of the Queen cards and
transform it into a ‘thick’ card by sticking a Joker onto its

DECEMBER/JANUARY 2019 secrets 7

2. SUSPENDING SALT SHAKER
helpers one of the envelopes, keeping one for himself.
Now display the three playing cards on both sides,
remarking that there is only one Queen, one lady. Lay the
three cards face up in a row on the table surface and
state that you will turn your back for what will happen
next.
Each spectator is asked to pick up one of the cards and
place it inside their envelope, which is then sealed. Don’t
be afraid that the spectator who picks up the Queen will
notice anything different with regards to its thickness.
Should one spectator handle all three cards at one time,
this would be a different matter. Also, rather than handing
out three envelopes, which the audience may think are
secretly marked, the complete packet containing fifty is
offered to the spectator to prove no preparation is
involved.
Once the first spectator gathers the three envelopes,
turn and face the audience. Display the genuine paper
bag which can be examined. Using your left hand, hold
the bag high above your head and ask the first spectator
to drop the envelopes inside. You further ask him to mix
the envelopes in any way wished.
When you retrieve the bag, it is now gripped at its base.
You turn your head away from the bag, whilst your right
hand enters inside.
The very simple method used here is for you to feel
each envelope as it is being brought out. To do this, the
right-hand fingers bend back each envelope as it is being
withdrawn. You will immediately know the difference
between the two envelopes which contain the regular
cards to that of the thicker card. The envelope containing
the Queen, when slightly bent, will feel completely
different. If you feel the Queen is in the first envelope,
don’t remove it right away. Rather, leave it and bring out
one of the others. The Queen could be your second choice
or your final one.
The two envelopes containing the regular pip cards
are individually opened by the spectators. The remaining
envelope containing the Queen (lady) is displayed
between your fingers and thumb. You open this envelope
and clearly prove that you have successfully found the
lady!
Note
The envelopes can be torn into pieces at the end, if
wished, and you could present this effect whilst
blindfolded if you like.
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he effect of a length of rope lowered into a tall opaque vase
which magically becomes suspended is not a new one.
Countless descriptions of this effect have been published in
beginners’ books on magic for years. Even a small plastic
version has been supplied inside toy magic sets.
Here we dispense with a vase. Instead we use a common
object which most, if not all households already have… a glass
saltshaker.

Effect
The performer unscrews the plastic cap off a saltshaker and
empties the salt from inside. A genuine length or rope or cord is
lowered inside. The performer shows that the length of rope
can’t possibly stay inside the shaker once it is turned upside
down. However, the shaker is now held upside down, and the
length of rope magically attaches to it. Holding the end of the
rope, the performer not only allows the shaker to hang
downwards but swings it around in a circular fashion! The
length of rope is removed from the shaker and both the shaker
and rope can be left on the table for spectators to handle.

Requirements
An inexpensive glass saltshaker, complete with a screw-on cap
is easily obtainable, costing less than £1. The top screw-thread
area of the shaker must be painted the same colour as the cap,
white in my case (see photo). This now looks like part of the
unit. It’s also very important, since it assists you in the
presentation of the trick.
A length of silken cord or soft rope (any colour). Make sure
that when the end of your length enters inside the shaker it
goes in very freely and that, when the shaker is inverted, the
rope automatically falls out and drops on the floor or onto a
table surface.
A small cork or rubber ball, or as I use, a ball made from BluTack. This ball must be of a size to be able to drop inside the
opening of the shaker. It must also be able to cling inside the
mouth of the shaker, once the length of rope is inside, so it
jams… the secret of the trick!

Set-up
On your table, have the shaker with its cap screwed on, perhaps
filled with salt, but not necessary. Beside it, have the length of
rope which should be coiled (see photo which shows the ball in
centre), but tighten up the coil.
Presentation
Display the shaker and unscrew the cap. Hand the shaker to

someone to examine. In picking up the length of rope, secretly
palm the small ball, hiding it from view. Hand the length of
rope to the same spectator and ask her to thread one end
through the opening of the shaker. It will become obvious to
everyone that the rope is a loose fit.
Lift up the shaker with the right hand by its top area and, as
it is being shown around, drop the small ball inside. The left
hand immediately grips the bottom of the shaker, secretly
hiding the ball inside. The right hand picks up the length of rope
and starts to lower one end inside the opening of the shaker.
The audience can see the rope through the clear transparent
glass shaker.

Step 2: Lower the shaker so its base area is facing the floor.
Using your other hand, hold the end of the rope and allow
the shaker to suspend from it. Swing the length of rope using
a circular movement, the shaker retaining a firm hold as
you do so.
Grip the shaker in your left hand whilst your right hand pulls
on the length of rope. This allows the ball to roll out into your
hand where it is secretly hidden. The shaker, its cap, and the
length of rope are now left of the table for any onlookers who
may wish to examine or handle them.

Step 1: As the left hand quickly tilts the bottom of the shaker
upwards, the ball rolls down towards the neck of the shaker,
where it jams against the rope and glass surface. Let go of the
rope and the audience will now see that the rope magically
adheres and suspends vertically.

The shaker must be painted
the same colour as the cap

Blu-Tack

Silk cord or soft rope
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-Day is always the highlight of The Young Magicians
wisdom. “What do they know about you at the end of
Club year, and the 2019 one-day convention
your trick that they didn’t know before?” Asking
was no exception. A tribute to Ali Bongo,
yourself this question will help you work out
a wonderful magician who was a huge
how to make your magic about you rather
force in the YMC and died a decade ago,
than just the trick. “What is the Kodak
from the moment the doors opened at
moment?” Imagine you are asking
10 in the morning until the last
someone to take pictures of your
magician left the building ten hours
performance, then try and pick the
later The Magic Circle was full of fun,
moments they would shoot. Working out
laughter, and magic.
where these are will help you work out
The first lecture of the day was
how to make particular moments stand
presented by Chris Wood, a skilful close-up
out to your audiences. “Listen to your
Chris Wood
magician who can be found at The Magic
audiences.” This is perhaps one of the most
Circle every Monday sharing his latest tricks. Chris
important skills a performer can develop. Your
taught three tricks from his repertoire, all created by
audience will tell you what they like and what they are
other performers but developed by him to fit his own style and not so keen on, and if you can listen to them you will be able to
personality. Throughout his lecture Chris shared words of
pick up on this and shape your performances to work as well as

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Shae Gathercole

Matty Turner

Imran Aboutaj
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Lourenco Viveiros

PPPPPPPPPPPP
Sami Patel

a mindreading cocktail waiter friend of his! Next up was Jake
Allen, the only performer to compete in both the stage and
close-up competitions, with a selection of strong mind reading
that lead to a grand finale in which an audience-mixed Rubik’s
Cube matched a spectator generated prediction. Jacob Allen
brought an infectious energy to the stage, floating a table and
creating an impromptu wind tunnel with a leaf-blower en-route
to successfully predicting someone’s favourite drink, chocolate
bar and pack of crisps. Amos Wollen performed the most
theatrical act of the day, with a silent piece featuring a jacket
that spookily came to life intermixed with some manipulative
magic. The final performer of the stage competition was Seby
Armstrong, who pulled his audience into the scene of a murder,
where he was able to successfully deduce the details of the
crime that had been committed.
An older generation of magicians would remember Paul
Daniels as a magician who spent 20 years performing weekly
shows on television to audiences of millions of viewers. Current
YMC Members will only have seen Paul perform on YouTube,
but this did nothing to lessen the enthusiasm with which they
welcomed Paul’s widow and principle assistant Debbie McGee
to the stage. Debbie spent half an hour sharing some of her
memories of Paul, as well as Ali Bongo who worked on all of
the TV shows, as well as giving her advice to YMC Members.
She suggested that trying to learn about all kinds of magic is
important and that any time you get a new trick you should
ignore the instructions and try and come up with something

PPPP

s

possible. And an audience will often come up with hilarious
lines you can then use in the future!
After Chris’s lecture it was time for the first competition of
the day, the close-up competition. Featuring seven performers,
the first thing that stood out was how good everyone was!
Imran Aboutaj opened with a strong set featuring a novel take
on a multiple prediction and was followed by Lourenco Viveiros,
who performed technically excellent original card magic with a
personal story. Matty Turner accompanied solid card magic with
a trick using a banknote and Joshua Horus continued the move
away from card magic with effects using coins, Rubik’s Cubes
and a lollypop. Sami Patel performed an intricately constructed
set of strong card magic and Jake Allen performed a card act
that ended with the deck literally becoming invisible. Finally,
Shae Gathercole had the audience in stitches with his infectious
laugh as he shared a selection of card effects.
After the close-up it was time for lunch, or as it actually
turned out, a chance to eat as quickly as possible so as to have
as much time as possible to show other YMC Members tricks
and spend time visiting the dealers who were showing off the
latest magic in The Devant Room.
The afternoon session started with the second competition of
the day, this time with a focus on stage magic. Once more, the
competition was of a high standard, though it was a shame
that there were only five acts selected to make it through the
heats for the final. Luke Oseland opened the competition with
a set themed around things he likes: clothes, travel and

PPPPPPPP

Noel Britten with
Member of the Year,
Rachael Darroch

Marc Spelmann

Jake Allen
Joshua Horus
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new you can do with the props. She also shared that one of
the best ways to find ‘new’ magic is to look in old books and
that whenever Paul would rehearse a trick he would spend
his time trying to work out what could go wrong as that
would mean that a mistake was less of a problem in
performance. Debbie finished her talk by saying that if Ali and
Paul were still alive, they would have been in the room with
all the YMC Members showing them tricks and helping them
make their own magic better. Through the advice she shared
they both were, in a way.
The final event of the afternoon was a lecture by Rafael,
who flew from Belgium to the UK specially to talk at the YMC.
A close friend of Ali’s, who now has many of Ali’s original
props, Rafael did more magic in his one-hour lecture than
most people do in a week! He highlighted Ali’s creativity and
versatility, with a huge number of tricks including: a mouse
production, a snowman that turned into milk, a silk that
turned into a rose, a playing card prediction, a picture of a
fish that comes to life, a cut and restored tie, a pencil
prediction and a special kind of confetti that could spell out
words. Ali may not be with us anymore, but Rafael is keeping
his spirit and magic alive.
After a final chance to visit the dealers it was time for the
final event of the day, the awards show and gala show.
The awards were presented by YMC Chairman Kevin Doig,
accompanied by YMC (and Magic Circle!) President Noel
Britten. You can see who won what in the sidebar.

The show itself was hosted by Megan Knowles Bacon, an
ex-YMC Member who is now the Vice President of The Magic
Circle. Megan introduced Richard Pinner, who performed an
unusual set featuring tricks with a connection to Ali Bongo.
These included a very funny prediction of a coloured balloon,
a mind-reding murder mystery and a remarkable piece of
origami that looked simple, then complicated, and finally
impossible.
Second up was Quentin Reynolds, who performed his
beautiful take on torn and restored tissue and the linking
rings before delivering one of my favourite pieces of magic to
watch. Under Quentin’s guidance the ‘spirits’ mysteriously
untie a pair of handkerchiefs, concluding with the hanks
slowly and visibly untying themselves right before your eyes.
The effect is remarkably spooky and beautifully magical.
Scott Penrose, the immediate past President of the YMC,
opened his set with a trick of Ali’s, the mysterious Gozinta
Boxes. This is a kind of visual riddle in which a large box
somehow fits inside a small box, despite the fact that the
small box was in the large one just a few moments earlier.
Scott then performed a lovely deck-printing routine before
delivering his take on Robert-Houdin’s Orange Tree, in which a
mechanical orange tree blooms and produces oranges. For the
finale one of the oranges splits in two and a pair of butterflies
flies out of it carrying a spectator’s ring that vanished at the
start of the routine.
The penultimate act for the evening was 4GM, the boyband

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Jacob Allen

Luke Oseland

Seby Armstrong
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Amos Wollen

Jake Allen

of magic who took Britain’s Got Talent by storm. The boys
performed a selection of mind-reading themed magic including
divining which of the BGT judges was chosen by a spectator
and also made a borrowed ring disappear from someone’s
hands and appear in a gumball machine. Amazing stuff.
The final act of the evening was Rafael, who performed a
fast-paced act featuring a lovely rope routine and some
snappily performed card flourishes. He closed the show with a
performance of hand shadows, where he used nothing more
than a torch and his hands to bring a bewildering array of
animals to life.
A day like J-Day doesn’t just happen, and it is important
that we not only thank all the competitors and performers
who are mentioned in this report but also all those who work
tirelessly behind the scenes making sure that the day runs
smoothly and that everyone has as much fun as possible.
Thanks to Barry Nowland, Dave Andrews, Stuart Kelly, Ryan
Jackson, Bob Hamilton, Mark Hesketh-Jennings, Amanda
Mellor, Sarah Campbell, Kaz. Last,
but not least, thanks to
Kevin Doig who put so
much work into
organising and
hosting J-Day, and
without whom the
event could not
happen.
Rafael
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Cover Conjurers

The last two issues of The
Magic Circular have featured
a series of articles and a
report on The Magic Circle’s
Awards Show. To start,
though, Henry Lewis recently
celebrated his one hundredth
birthday, and we celebrated
this remarkable milestone
with a cover featuring pieces
by several of his friends.

HENRY LEWIS:
ONE HUNDRED
MAGICAL DAYS

By Chris and Nadine Woodward
Through marriage, I inherited a
wonderful, genuine and true friend in
Henry Lewis. In December 1940 Maurice
Fogel enlisted as a Gunner and was
stationed at
G IC
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One Hund

David Bull, David Baldwin, Cesareo Pelaez and
Henry Lewis gather in 2006 at the Yankee
Gathering collectors' convention in Providence,
Rhode Island.

the 51st Anti-Tank Training Regiment
Royal Artillery, Catterick Army Barracks,
Yorkshire. Coming straight out of showbiz
with all the ‘glamour’ of the footlights
and public adulation it was a huge jolt to
his system. He had no option but to
enlist. It was obligatory.
All the soldiers were on parade
awaiting their orders. All but one that is.
Corporal Lewis was ordered to find the
missing soldier. He entered the billet to
discover a dejected Gunner Fogel lying on
his bunk. “I didn’t volunteer for all of this.
This is no good for me, the Army. I am not
suited to it at all. Can’t you do something
about it? Can’t you get me out of here?”
said Fogel.
There was an immediate bond, but
orders were orders. “Get back on the
parade ground immediately, and I will see
what I can do.” Henry kept his word and
soon arranged for Maurice to do an
audition for the Central Pool of Artists,
better known as ‘Stars in Battledress.’
Henry contacted the famous bandleader
George Melachrino who was in charge of
all the artists to see if he could fit a
magician into their group. After an
audition they did, and thanks to Henry,
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Maurice was
saved. This event, some 79 years
ago, started a long family friendship that
happily carries on to this very day.
After the war, Henry, his late wife Doris,
and their daughter Vicki lived in
Streatham. Maurice lived in the nearby
showbiz residential mecca Brixton, and
his daughter Nadine, by coincidence went
to the same Sunday school as Vicki. From
then on Vicki and Nadine would remain
close friends, too.
At his wonderful age it would be so
easy to sit back in an armchair, to relax

Marquee of the Cabot St. Cinema
Theatre announcing guest appearance
by Henry Lewis

Corporal Henry Lewis of The Royal Signals

Henry Lewis and wife Doris

s

Le Grand David congratulates Henry onstage at the Larcom Theatre

and reminisce, but not Henry! Come rain
or shine for the last umpteen years Henry,
until quite recently, entertained on
Monday on The Magic Circle stage to a
diverse selection of audiences. With his
immaculate suit, beautifully laundered
shirt and highly polished shoes, he
presented some original items in a firstclass, entertaining show.
We have always been amazed at
Henry’s tremendous enthusiasm and zest
for life. His positive outlook, his happy
persona, belie his dogged determination
to solve any problem quickly with good
spirit and fortitude. I think the perfect
word to describe him is ‘indefatigable.’
Long may he continue to be a good
friend! On this occasion we salute you!
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THE MAGIC CIRCLE AWARDS CEREMONY
Rather than copy the report of this evening I thought you
would like to see the list of prizes and winners, as well as
pictures of the some of those presented with awards. Ed.

The David Devant Award for Services to
International Magic
Arturo Brachetti

Kerry Scorah

Alan Hudson

The Maskelyne Award for services to
British Magic
Anthony Owen
The Makers of Playing Cards Chris Latham
Card Magic Award
Dr Will Houstoun

David Hatch

The John Nevil Maskelyne Prize
Richard Young
The Carlton Award for Comedy
Alan Hudson
Hoffmann Memorial Lecture Award
James Ward

James Ward

The Cecil Lyle Award for Best Trick
published in The Magic Circular
Joseph Atmore
The Magic Circle Silver Wand
David Hatch and Darren Martin

Arturo Brachetti

MIMC with Gold Star
Kerry Scorah

Carter Owen with his mother
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reviews

Darren Martin

Richard Young

Euna

by SansMinds

3 coins plus instructional video, $75 (£60) from
your favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s
Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com.
Reviewed by Florian Brooks

s

Your new favourite coin? First of all, I’m going
to ignore the trailer as there are just so many
things that would have to be discussed. Instead
let’s talk about the actual product…
I am going to assume you have decided you
want to work with bigger coins. If you don’t like
the idea of using dollar-size or bigger, it goes
without saying that these coins are not for you.
The EUNA coins come in sets of three, presented
in a very nice case, which turns out to be
practical to carry or store coins. As a pleasant
extra, you will get access to Project Zee, a
video download on coin magic by Zee J Yan.
The coins are slightly bigger, thinner, softer
and lighter than your standard Eisenhower
Dollar. Initially, I didn’t feel any of these changes
were a reason to choose these coins over a
normal dollar; however, they do make their
handling very, very enjoyable – everything feels
a little bit smoother and you’ll quickly find out
that these coins have notable advantages for
certain palms and grips. This is, of course, a
personal thing and depends on hand size, but
for me, purse palm became less tense as the
coin is slightly bigger and lighter. Two of my
favourite effects utilise this grip so for me this
is really quite a big selling point.
In fact, over the past couple of weeks I’ve
noticed that just about every palm position feels
a bit more secure, and sequences feel just a little
more effortless. Whether this is because of their
weight or their edge, it is hard to tell. One thing
is clear, I definitely prefer these coins over my
Eisenhower dollars.
There are no contrasting EUNA coins
available, though I personally use dollar-size
Chinese coin together with my EUNA coins
without any problem. If you’re very keen on the
coins being exactly the same size, it seems there
are plenty of options on the Internet for a
Will Houstoun and Phillipa Latham
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I was on my guard when I looked at the trailer and was
drawn to the chicken-flapping imitation their presenter
performed every time he changed the can. What mechanism
was he hiding that necessitated such a large and ungainly
motion? It looked like a pull was in use that caused the
performer some discomfort.
This is from SansMinds, which means you receive some
materials and have some arts and crafts work ahead of you.
You get sufficient materials to make it up in two different soda
makes: Coca Cola and an energy drink. To make up any further,
or different, can gimmicks you have to buy the product all over
again – they don’t offer spares.
It’s worth pointing out that you will be able to replicate what
you see on the trailer, and for once the trailer is not misleading
brass/gold/Chinese coin (not always from magic shops, mind
you: it really can look that good. The secret apparatus is entirely
you, search for 40mm coins on Google).
If there’s anything negative to note, it would be that I’d have stolen away by the end and you can give the spectator the
remaining gimmick-less drink. In a parlour or stage situation
preferred these were available as single coins. The number of
where you are in control of angles, it can look great; it can’t be
coins required for magic is a personal thing (depending on the
done surrounded so is not an item I’d use for walk-around. If
routines you choose) and at the moment you’re obliged to
you want an attractive-looking effect for a film promotion,
purchase in sets of three. As for gimmicks, at this point there
perhaps for your social media page, this is real eye candy.
aren’t any available for these coins. However, they will be
SansMinds know how to produce good instructional films
making them available to the public, so some time soon you
with fine production values, so you are taken through the
can expand your set.
manufacture of the gimmicks, the handling, and alternative
Whether you’re doing stage or close-up, I would certainly
presentations: a dual change (for which you have to buy
recommend these coins. They are a pleasure to handle, slightly
another set: no spares available, remember), a transposition of
more visual than normal dollar coins, and just that little bit
drink to a solid item, as well as a nice-looking split drink
more secure and smooth. They are not exactly the cheapest,
however, they’re still considerably cheaper than Morgan dollars. handling.
For many we now come to the downside: there are some
If you’re not used to working with dollars yet, buy some
clothing restrictions. This effect requires a jacket over a dark tEisenhower ones to see if you like big coins. If you do, and you
shirt, which may rule it out for some. Since this is a gimmickwant to treat yourself without breaking the bank, get these
EUNA coins. They fill the gap between Eisenhower and Morgan
dollars.

Vending Machine
by SansMinds

Gimmick materials, DVD 33 mins, $39.95 (£32) from your
favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
www.MurphysMagic.com.
Reviewed by Bob Gill
This one is simply described: you hold a tin of drink. With a
shake, it visually changes to a different brand of drink… and
the can may be handed out. So far, so good.
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driven effect it is not at all difficult to pull off, although it will
demand some handling practice if you are to avoid repeating
the demonstrator’s tendency to chicken imitations. The effect is
the thing here: a pleasing visual moment that’s easy to do and
ends clean. If you crave the effect of a visible change of a soda
can, can live with the various restrictions imposed, and do not
baulk at the asking price, it will do what it says on the tin.

Roll

by Chris Congreave

Props & online instruction film, 30mins, $30 (£23) from your
favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
www.MurphysMagic.com.
Reviewed by Bob Gill

number is limited to between 3 and 18. Even so, there are
several aspects of the mechanics of this routine that surprised
This one isn’t strictly speaking a brand-new release. Some three and delighted me; it’s very thoroughly thought-through, if not
years ago Chris Congreave’s Diception was released by Magic
downright ingenious: traits Mr Congreave has become
Tao, under whose banner you can still get the instructions from deservedly recognised for.
library.com. This in turn was acknowledged by Congreave as
Despite the long list of “no this’s, no that’s” in Nardi’s
based on a super routine of Cameron Francis, The Annihilation
advertising, it will come as no surprise that this requires a
Deck, although it does differ from that effect in a number of
special deck, which will be a show-stopper for some. This is
ways. So there is just a chance you might buy this and discover supplied, although as is often the case with this genre, you
you already have it or something like it. Just sayin’.
have to do some one-time preparation yourself; this entails no
This is that genre of effects – oft-visited by Congreave, the
more than writing on the backs, so will not stretch your arts
aforementioned Francis, and others in Peter Nardi’s stable –
and crafts capability too far. Just don’t drop the set deck on the
that have words or numbers on the card backs and utilise them floor.
in conjunction with chosen cards: a species perhaps started
The filmed instructions are well explained and tell you
with Fred Lowe’s Christened Reverse that begat the so-called
everything you need to know; they’re from Alakazam, so you
Fred routines. I’m boring myself now.
can depend on their production and teaching quality. A nice
In this adaptation of a version of a variation, you show a
touch in the thinking here from Congreave is that the routine
deck of blue-backed cards to have one red-backed prediction
resets in a jiffy, so this might win around those who are loathe
card sitting amongst the caeruleus throng. Out-jogging the red to carry one-trick decks.
stranger card part reveals the words, “You Will Roll”, written on
The two-step nature of the revelation makes this a real
half its back: you little tease, you. The red-back card is pushed
puzzler. And for those inclined to roll their eyes at this type of
back into the deck which is cut. Your helper is handed three
self-explanatory, light card magic – it’s probably better than you
dice, or can roll imaginary dice in their head; whatever number give it credit for.
they land on, you count down from the top of the deck, and the
card at their chosen number is placed aside face down.
Locating your prediction card in the spread deck you can reveal
that not only have you predicted what number they would roll,
but also the card they landed on.
Fans of this type of effect, as well as the quick-witted among
you, may well work out some of what lies behind the curtain
here: after all, it won’t be long before you realise the choice of
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Rafael gave a fantastic lecture at J-Day. I have digitally altered one of these pictures to add five differences from the
original. Can you spot them all?
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1. Left hand little
finger is moved
.
2. Second waist
coat button is go
ne.
3. Object on tabl
e is missing
.
4. Chain under
lock on box is go
ne.
5. Fake moustac
he is a different
colour.
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